
Andromexpro AI 
Robots - 
Empowering 
Global Trading
 Andromexpro AI Robots are the cutting-edge solution for intelligent, 

automated trading across worldwide markets. Our state-of-the-art algorithms 

and advanced artificial intelligence capabilities enable unparalleled market 

coverage and performance.

https://gamma.app


Capabilities of Andromexpro AI 
Robots
Intelligent 
Analytics

Our robots leverage deep 

learning to analyze global 

market trends and identify 

profitable trading opportunities 

in real-time.

Automated 
Execution

Lightning-fast trade execution 

and position management fully 

optimized for maximum returns.

Risk Management

Advanced risk models and 

portfolio optimization 

techniques to protect your 

investments.

https://gamma.app


Cutting-Edge Trading Strategies

1Algorithmic Trading
Leverage machine learning to develop 

highly profitable and adaptive trading 

algorithms. 2 Quantitative Analysis
Combine statistical modeling, big data, 

and AI to uncover market inefficiencies.

3High-Frequency Trading
Harness lightning-fast, low-latency 

trading to capitalize on short-term price 

movements.

https://gamma.app


ANDROMEX AI ROBOTS
ANDROMEX TRENDSNIPER

ANDROMEX ALGORIZ

ANDROMEX SIGNAL STACK

ANDROMEX TICKERON

ANDROMEX EQUBOT

ANDROMEX IE (IMPERATIVE EXECUTION)

ANDROMEX KAVOUT 111

ANDROMEX CYBORG 700

https://gamma.app


Andromex AI Robot Performance 
Record and Detailed Info.
DAYS OF OPERATION OF AI ROBOT

EARLY REDEMPTION FEES

DAILY RETURNS

WINNING RATE

200 Days

10% OF THE AI ROBOT PACKAGE AMOUNT.

1% TO 3% DAILY

98%

https://gamma.app


ANDROMEX Trading AI 
ROBOT Costs and 
FEATURES

1 .  ANDROMEX TRENDSNIPER

PRICE :- 50$

ANDROMEXTrend Sniper's proprietary algorithm scans through historical 

market data to find trends in the world markets.

After identifying these trends, it sends them to AI algorithm who use the 

information to make effective and profitable trades.

Also Identify Trend’s BREAKOUT or BREAKDOWN and takes perfect entry 

automatically

2. ANDROMEX ALGORIZ

PRICE :- 100$

ANDROMEX Algoriz, which is an AI software that enables you to quickly build, 

back test, and automate trading strategies in Equities and Cryptocurrencies.

The intuitive interface connects you to different data vendors and supports 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP, and many other coins.

Algoriz is developed so that Risk will be 2x or 3x smaller than the reward.

3. ANDROMEX SIGNAL STACK

PRICE :- 250$

FEATURES:- ANDROMEX Signal Stack levels the playing field by allowing you to 

automate your orders in the same way that hedge funds do it.

Keeps detailed logs of all interactions with outside traders and is capable of 

making you automated trades upon any exception.

IT takes signal from the traders that manage hedge funds and copy trades 

their trades.

4.ANDROMEX TICKERON

PRICE :- 500$

ANDROMEX Tickeron offers a lot of great features, such as AI Trend 

Forecasting.

The platform’s AI trend prediction engine relies on historical price data to 

predict shifting market trends.

It includes a confidence level so you can see the odds of success for each 

predicted trend.

5.ANDROMEX EQUBOT

PRICE :- 1000$

ANDROMEX Equbot also performs random analyses of news articles from all 

across the globe.

It analyses social media events to keep you updated with the latest financial 

news.

The software also has the ability to learn your preferences over time, meaning 

you will save time by not having to teach the program how you like to operate.

6.ANDROMEX IE(IMPERATIVE EXECUTION)

PRICE :- 2500$

ANDROMEX Imperative Execution pulls together information on financial 

exchanges, especially those regarding the U.S. Equities.

It analyses social media events to keep you updated with the latest financial 

news.

The organisation is the parent company of Intelligent Cross US equities ATS, 

which was the first venue to use AI to optimise trading performance.

7.ANDROMEX KAVOUT 111

PRICE :- 5000$

ANDROMEX Kavout runs the data through a variety of financial and engineering 

models that include classification, regression, and more.

The software compiles the results in a predictive ranking for stocks and 

various other assets.

Always trades on the quality assets that can’t be Manipulated. by Whales.

8.ANDROMEX CYBORG 700

PRICE :- 10,000$

ANDROMEX Cyborg 700 all-in-one platform also offers scanning and 

screening for better trade setups.

Smart charts that save time.

Dynamic price alerts that improve your trade timing, and much more.

https://gamma.app


REFER And EARN Crazily.
REFER and Earn upto 50 % of profit 

commission of your Team profits.

5% INSTANT REWARD OF YOUR REFERRALS's 1st 

deposit

1 st level or you direct and 20% of profit 

commission.{IF you refer a friend and he buys 

robot of 1000$ and Robot generates 5% that is 

50$ so you will get 20% of 50$ that is 10$ daily 

until machines expires.}

2 nd level 10% of profit commission.

3 rd level 5% of profit commission.

4 th level 2.5% of profit commission.

5 th level 1% of profit commission

https://gamma.app


Global Market Coverage

1 Worldwide Reach
Andromexpro AI Robots 

operate in all major stock, 

forex, futures, and 

commodity exchanges 

globally.

2 24/7 Market 
Access
Our algorithms never sleep, 

providing continuous 

trading opportunities 

around the clock.

3 Cross-Asset 
Strategies
Leverage diverse asset 

classes and markets to 

build resilient, uncorrelated 

portfolios.

https://gamma.app


Robust Risk Management
Advanced Analytics
Predictive models and simulations to 

identify and mitigate potential risks.

Portfolio Optimization
Automated diversification and position-

sizing to enhance returns while limiting 

downside.

Real-Time Monitoring
Continuous surveillance of market conditions and trading positions for proactive risk control.

https://gamma.app


Regulatory Compliance and 
Security

Fully Compliant
Andromexpro adheres to all 

relevant financial regulations and 

reporting requirements.

Military-Grade 
Security
Our systems and infrastructure 

utilize the latest encryption and 

cybersecurity measures.

Transparent 
Auditing
Detailed performance reporting 

and independent third-party 

audits for full transparency.

https://gamma.app


Proven Track Record

1

Consistent 
Profitability
Andromexpro AI Robots have 

demonstrated impressive, 

market-beating returns year 

after year.

2

Adaptive 
Strategies
Our algorithms continuously 

evolve to adapt to changing 

market conditions.

3

Institutional Trust
Andromexpro is the preferred 

choice for leading financial 

institutions and asset 

managers worldwide.

https://gamma.app


Towards the Future
Quantum Computing Enhance trading capabilities with next-

generation quantum algorithms.

Decentralized Finance Leverage blockchain technology to revolutionize 

global financial markets.

Sustainable Investing Integrate environmental, social, and governance 

(ESG) factors into trading strategies.

 Andromexpro AI Robots are at the forefront of the future of automated trading. We are constantly 

innovating and expanding our capabilities to provide our clients with unparalleled performance and a 

competitive edge in the global markets.

https://gamma.app


24x7 Customer Care 
Robot
TOP FEATURES OF ANDROMEX CUSTOMER CARE BOT

SOLVES DEPOSITS ISSUE .1.

SOLVES WITHDRAWAL ISSUE. WALLET TRANSFER ISSUES.2.

WITHDRAWAL REQUESTS REJECTED . OTP,s ISSUE.3.

without any issues.4.

ACTIVATED 24 x 7 for customers so that they can easily use ANDROMEX AI 

bot.

5.

https://gamma.app


DEPOSITS AND WITHDRAWAL MAY TAKE 24 to 48 

HOURS TO REFLECT IN YOUR WALLET.

DO NOT MAKE DEPOSITS ON WEEKENDS 

(SATURDAY AND SUNDAY) IT

WILL BE REFLECTED ON WORKING DAYS.

MINIMUM WITHDRAWAL WILL BE 15$ .

CRYPTO MARKET IS VOLATILE AND INVOLVES 

RISK AND LOSS OF

FINANCIAL INVESTMENT PLEASE READ PRIVACY 

POLICY BEFORE INVESTING IN CRYPTO MARKET.

10% WITHDRAWAL FEES.

https://gamma.app


                TEAM 
ANDROMEXPRO

https://gamma.app

